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1. INTRODUCTION

Economic growth experienced by different countries in the world over the last two

decades can be attributed to trade liberalization or globalization. The conventional be-

lief is that globalization leads to an improvement in welfare both from the aggregative

and distributive perspectives. However, with regard to its distributive effect, various

empirical works point out that income inequality has grown in various countries in the

form of a decline in income and employment of unskilled labour compared to those of

skilled labour. This growing income inequality is experienced in US during 1960s1 and

in European countries between 1978 and 1988.2 We find similar picture in many devel-

oping countries too. Wage inequality has increased in many Latin American and South

Asian countries in the mid 1980s.3 However, the experience of East Asian countries be-

tween 1960s and 1970s goes in favour of the conventional theory that a greater openness

to international trade tends to narrow the skilled unskilled wage gap.4 Different studies

point out different reasons for this increase in income inequality. Trade liberalization

and technological progress are considered to be the main two controversial reasons of

this phenomenon.5 However, there are other causes of this growing wage inequality, for

example, international outsourcing,6 increase in the price of skillintensive good,7 entry

of overpopulated low income countries like Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, and

Pakistan in the global market8 etc.

There exists a lot of theoretical works dealing with the issue of this growing wage in-

equality. Some of them adopt the framework of static competitive general equilibrium

models9 of small open economies in which there exist two different types of labour-

skilled and unskilled. The ratio of wage rate of the skilled worker to that of the un-

skilled worker is taken as a measure of wage inequality in these models. There are

1 See, for example, Bound and Johnson (1992), Autor et al. (1998) Learner (2000), Acemoglu (2002a)

etc. According to Juhn et al. (1993) wage differentials by education actually increased during the 1960's and

then declined significantly over the 1970s.

2 See, for example, Lawrence (1994), Katz et al. (1992) etc.

3 See, for example, Wood (1997), Dev (2000), Borjas and Ramey (1993), Banga (2005), Beyer et al.

(1999) etc.

4 See, for example, Wood (1997).

5 According to Wood (1998), Beyer et al. (1999), Green et.al.(2001), Behrman et al. (2000), Isgut (2001)

etc. trade liberalization is to blame for this growing wage inequality. However, Wood (1997, 1998), Dev

(2000) and Gog and Strobl(2002) are of the view that technological progress worsens wage inequality through

an increase in the relative demand for skilled labour. Esquivel and Lo'pez (2003) shows that technological

change aggravates but trade liberalization lowers wage inequality in Mexico.

6 See Feenstra and Hanson (1997) in this context.

7 See Harrison and Hanson (1999), Hanson and Harrison (1999) and Beyer, Rojas, Vergara (1999) in this

context.

8 See Wood (1997) in this context.

9 See, for example, Beladiet. al. (2008), Chaudhuri and Yabuuchi (2007, 2008), Chaudhuri (2004, 2008),

Marjit and Kar (2005), Yabuuchi and Chaudhuri (2007), Marjit and Acharyya (2003), Marjit (2003), Xu

(2003), Marjitetal. (2004), Marjit and Acharyya (2006), Kar and Beladi (2004), Zhu and Trefler (2005) etc.

in this context
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some other static models10 dealing with these problems using product variety structure

with monopolistic competition.

Some other authors adopt dynamic models to analyse this problem. They also con-

sider two types of labour skilled and unskilled; and then explain skilled unskilled wage

inequality in the long run equilibrium of their models. Among those works, Galor and

Moav (2000), Aghion et al. (1999) and Aghion (2002)11 deal with these problems in

developed countries. Ripoll (2005) explains wage inequality on the basis of differences

in trade policies; and, Kiley (1999), Acemoglu (2002a, 2002b) explains wage inequality

with the help of endogenous adoption of skill-biased or unskilled biased technologies.

Here also the wage ratio stands for the degree of inequality.

Kiley (1999), Acemoglu (2002a, 2002b), Fang et al. (2008) develop two sector dy-

namic models with a single final commodity. So they can not analyse the effects of

trade on wage inequality; and our present work makes an attempt to analyse this prob-

lem. Acemoglu (2003) shows that the increase in the supply of skilled labour raises the

market size of skill-complementary inputs and this, in turn, raises demand for skilled

labour leading to a rise in the wage rate of skilled labour. As U.S. economy trades with

LDC's, the level of demand and thus prices of the skillintensive products increase. De-

mand for skillcomplementary inputs are increased in U.S. leading to an increase in the

relative demand for skilledlabour and to a consequent increase in the skilled-unskilled

wage inequality in U.S. The LDC'S which are skill abundant adopt the skilled com-

plementary technologies of U.S. and hence face an increase in skilled-unskilled wage

inequality. However, skill-scarce LDCs experience a decline in skilled-unskilled wage

inequality. However, Acemoglu (2003) does not describe the effect of international and

inter-sectoral knowledge spillover on skilled-unskilled wage inequality.

The present model is an extension of Kiley (1999) with two final commodities and

with international trade and international and inter-sectoral technology spillover. In

Kiley (1999), the cost of developing a new specific intermediate good depends on the

number of varieties of those specific intermediate goods available and on the level of

existing research but not on the inter-sectoral knowledge spillover effect. The question

of international knowledge spillover does not arise in that model because Kiley (1999)

considers a closed economy. However, in the present model, this cost also depends

on the intensity of international as well as inter-sectoral knowledge spillover effect.

The motivation of the present research comes from the existence of several empirical

studies which support the incidence of this knowledge spillover. This empirical litera-

ture includes works of Bransetter (2001), Coe and Helpman (1995), Coe et al.(1997),

Lichtenberg and Potterie (1998), Griliches (1992), Keller (2002) etc. They show that

foreign R&D has beneficial effects on domestic productivity and these positive effects

are stronger with the degree of openness. According to Keller (2002), the contribution

of R&D in the industry itself is about 50%, and in other domestic industries is about

30%. The remaining 20% is contributed to foreign industries.

10 See for example Anwar and Rice (2009), Anwar (2009, 2006), Glazer and Ranjan (2003) etc.

11 The paper describes wage inequality on the basis of Schumpeterian growth theory.
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In our model, the cost of developing new intermediate goods is reduced due to inter-

national and inter-sectoral knowledge spillover. We have two final goods in this model

which are not perfect substitutes. We derive many interesting results. The skilled-

unskilled wage ratio is affected by the intensity of international knowledge spillover

directly as well as through inter country difference in relative factor endowments. In

the long run equilibrium of a closed economy, the relationship between the skilled-

unskilled wage ratio and the skilled unskilled labour endowment ratio is ambiguous;

and the nature of this relationship depends on the degree of consumer's indifference

substitution between the two final goods. A direct relationship may be obtained only if

these two goods are highly substitutes. In the one commodity model of Kiley (1999),

we always obtain such a positive relationship. However, when international trade is

opened, we always find a positive relationship between the wage ratio and the domestic

factor endowment ratio in the long run equilibrium of a small open economy. The ef-

fect of the opening of trade on the long run equilibrium level of skilled unskilled wage

inequality depends not only on the inter-country difference of factor endowment ratios

but also on the intensity of spillover effects. If factor endowment ratios in both the

countries are equal and if the foreign country has a larger endowment of each of the two

factors, then the globalization policy makes the home country face a rise in the degree

of skilled-unskilled wage inequality in the presence of spillover effects.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and section 3

analyses properties of it's the balanced growth equilibrium. The equilibrium under

autarky is described in subsection 3.1 and the effect of opening of trade is analysed in

sub section 3.2. Concluding remarks are made in section 4.

2. THE MODEL

There are two countries in the world; and each of them has two factors of production-

unskilled labour and skilledlabour. The unskilled labour is used to produce a traditional

final good, Yu; and an advanced final good, Ys, is produced by skilledlabour. These two

goods are not perfect substitutes to consumers. In Kiley (1999), both the sectors produce

the same commodity. Some intermediate goods complement skilled labour and other

intermediate goods complement unskilled labour. Intermediate goods complementing

skilled labour are denoted by X; and those complementing unskilled labour are denoted

by Z. New intermediate goods are developed by the R&D sector in each of the two

countries. Production technologies in the two final good sectorsare identical in both the

countries. However, these two countries may differin terms of their factor endowments.

H (//*) and L (L*) stand for skilled labour endowment and unskilled labour endowment

of the home (foreign) country respectively.

The home country is a small open economy and thus is a price taker in the world

market. However, the foreign country, which is basically the rest of the world, behaves

like a closed economy. It means that foreign country is also an open economy but the

market share of the foreign country is so large that the volume of trade of the home

country is negligible in the determination of the world prices of commodities. Then
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the commodity prices are determined in the world market as if there is not any home

country in the picture.

Due to international knowledge spillover from the advanced R&D sector in the rest

of the world to that in the home country, the advanced R&D sector in the home coun-

try enjoys a cost advantage in the production of new intermediate goods used for the

production of the advanced final good. Also there exists localized knowledge spillover

from the advanced R&D sector to the traditional R&D sector in the home country; and

this gives a cost advantage to the traditional R&D sector of the home country. However,

there is neither any international knowledge spillover nor any inter-sectoral knowledge

spillover in the model of Kiley(1999). Markets for final goods and primary factors in

both the countries are perfectly competitive. Intermediate goods are rented; and every

intermediate good producer is a monopolist in the rental market. Factors are interna-

tionallyimmobile; and consumers in both the countries have identical tastes.

2.1.1. Final goods

The description of two final goods producing sectors isidentical to that found in Kiley

(1999). The production functions of two final goods produced by firm i at time t are

specified as follows.

and

YU―(T. ＼^~a)

rf?=(#,,)(1-fl)
I

N(t)

.

M(t)

(Zitj)adj

(Xitj)adj, with 0 <a < 1

(1)

(2)

Here, Zif;-and Xuj are the quantities of jth variety of intermediate good and Lu and

Hn are the quantities of unskilled labour and skilledlabour used by zth competitive firm

in the production of traditional final good and advanced final good respectively at the

time point t. Numbers of varieties of intermediate goods that complement skilled labour

and unskilled labour at time point t are denoted by N(t) and M(t) respectively.

The instantaneous profit functions of the ith competitive firm in sectors producing

F^and Ys are given by

and,

77?=(L,,)(1-fl)
I

nf=pF (Hit)(l-a)

M(t)

i

(Zuj)adj-

N(t)

(XitjYdj

I
M(t)

I

PfiZujdj-wyLu

N(t)

(3)

PftXitjdj-WtsHit. (4)

TlV and Tlf stand for profit of the ith firm in the U sector and in the S sector respec-

tivelyin terms of its own sectors product. TlV is maximized with respect to Ljt and Zjtj;

and Tlf is maximized with respect to 77if and Xuj given the input prices. Here, pVt and

Pjt are rental prices of the jth intermediate good used as input in the traditional final

good sector and in the advanced final good sector, respectively; and these are expressed

in terms of the final product of the corresponding sector. Pp is the relative price of the

advanced final good in terms of the traditional final good. Wf7 and Wts are wage rates
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of unskilled labour and skilledlabour, respectively, at time point t expressed in terms of

the product of the corresponding sector. First order conditions of profit maximization

in both the sectors to be valid at each t are given by followings.

and,

Pft = (Litf-a)a(Zitj)(a-l);

Pft=PF(Hit)(l-a)a(Xitj)(a-l);

wf=(＼-a)PFN(t)H-a(Xitj)a

wV=(l-a)M(t)L-a(zitj)a .

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

2.7.2. Intermediate goods

Intermediate goods are nontraded and are durable in nature without having any de-

preciation; and these are rented to final good sectors. One unit of intermediate good of

either type is required to produce one unit of the corresponding final good. The inter-

mediate good can be used from the period in which itis developed. Then the discounted

present value of profit of the y'thintermediate good producer, who supplies it to the final

good sectors, over the infinite time horizon are given by followings.

/oo //>■? ＼

e-^-'H-^-AXjrdx; (9)

and,

V?(t)=j
oo

e-^-'＼P"-r)ZjTdr (10)

Here, V? (t) and VJ7 (t) are the discounted present values of profits earned from renting;

and r is the constant real interest rate that plays the role of marginal cost of renting as

well as of the rate of discounting future return.

Now, from equations (5) and (6), we derive demand functions for jth intermediate

good of the /th firm in the two final goods sectors as follows.

and,

Zitj―Lit I

Xitj―Hit

(

-)

aPF

(*)

(A)

(11)

(12)

(13)

n

The producer cum rentier of each of these intermediate goods is a monopolist max-

imizing its corresponding rental income subject to the demand constraint. Both the

demand functions shown by equations (11) and (12) have constant price elasticitiesof

demand denoted by (jz^)', and these imply that monopoly profit maximizing prices of

intermediate goods are also constant and given as follows.

pS
LlL-pU-L
PF~ il~a
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So these monopoly prices vary neither across varieties nor over time. Now, using

the assumption that labour endowments are fixed and time independent and also using

equations (11), (12) and (13), we obtain equilibrium quantities of intermediate goods

given by

and

X = H

Z = L

(f
{vf}

(14)

(15)

So aggregate uses of intermediate goods are linear in terms of specificlabour endow-

ments in each of the two sectors.

Using equations (1), (2), (14) and (15) we obtain aggregate output of two final good

producing sectors as follows.

and

y? M(t)L
c

Y,s=N(t)Hl―＼

(16)

(17)

So level of outputs of final goodsare linear in terms of number of varieties of specific

intermediate goods; and this ensures that the rate of growth of final output in a particular

sector is equal to the rate of expansion of the number of varieties of intermediate goods

specific to that sector, given the factor endowment.

Now, using equations (9), (10), (13), (14) and (15) we obtain infinite time horizon

discounted present values of profit of intermediate good producers for advanced and

traditional final good sectors as follows:

and

VS(t) =

Vu(t) =

(

(

y

y

(18)

(19)

1-fl

a

a1-

a

2.1.3. R&D sector

Expansions of the number of skill augmenting or unskill augmenting intermediate

goods cause growth in output of the corresponding final good sector. However, this

expansion process is costly. New intermediate goods are developed through R&D ac-

tivities.We follow Kiley (1999) to assume that the cost of development of new specific

intermediate goods varies positively with the number of varieties of specific intermedi-

ate goods and inversely with the level of existing research (R(t)). It is also assumed

that existing research level, R(t), is same in both the countries. However, there ex-

ists positive inter-sectoral spillover effect from the skill augmenting R&D activities to
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the unskill augmenting R&D activitiesin the home country because unskilled workers

learn how to improve their efficiency while working with skilled workers. Also there

exists positive international spillover effect from skill augmenting R&D activityin the

foreign country to thatin the home country because knowledge capital whose accumula-

tion generates skillis always internationally mobile. However, there is no international

spillover effect between unskilled labour augmenting activitiesof two countries because

they are not at all connected to each others. Kiley (1999) does not consider any spillover

effect. Costs of developing skill augmenting new intermediate goods and unskill aug-

menting new intermediate goods are denoted by Ps and Fu, respectively; and these

cost functions are given as follows

and,

ru=-

5i
rs=-

N(t)lKl

R(t)＼

[M(t)lKiq

^ R (f)＼―
with Kiq>＼,82>q>＼

lR(t)＼

(20)

K3>0 and K＼q > K3

(21)

These cost functions are increasing and convex in terms of N (?) and M (?) respec-

tively because K＼>＼ and K＼q > 1. However, the presence of knowledge spillover

always produces a downward effect on these cost functions because K2>0 and K3>0.

Here <5iand 82 are the reciprocals of the productivity parameters in the two R&D sec-

tors.

K2>0 in equation (20) implies that the positive international knowledge spillover is

allowed from the advanced R&D sector of the foreign country to that in the home

country. Here N* (t) is the number of varieties of advanced intermediate goods in the

foreign country and the numerical value of K2 denotes the magnitude of international

knowledge spillover efficiency.

i^3>0 in equation (21) implies that the positive inter-sectoral knowledge spillover

takes place from the advanced R&D sector to the traditional R&D sector in the

home country; and the numerical value of ^3 denotes the magnitude of inter-sectoral

knowledge spillover efficiency. This is less than the own technical efficiency parameter

of the traditional R&D sector, denoted by K＼q. We go back to Kiley (1999) when

K2=K3= 0 and q = 1. It should also be noted that results of this model may be changed

substantially if restrictions imposed on these parameters are altered. We follow Kiley

(1999) to assume K＼> 1. However, what River-Batiz and Romer (1991) and Wang et al.

(2009) assume is equivalent toassuming Ki<0.

Markets for R & D designs are perfectly competitive. In competitive equilibrium of

the R&D sector, we also have
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rS = VS ; (22)

and,

ru = Vu. (23)

If the value of the firm producing the intermediate good is greater than cost of devel-

oping the R & D design entry would occur until the cost equals the value. So equations

(4.22) and (4.23) are the conditions of no entry and no exit in the advanced and tradi-

tional R & D sector respectively.

We follow Kiley (1999) to assume that the level of existing research, denoted by

R(t), grows over time at a constant rate.

So, we have

R= gR (24)

where g is the exogenous growth rate.

2.1.4. Consumers equilibrium

The representative consumer consumes each of the two final goods; and her problem

is to maximize the discounted present value of instantaneous utility over the infinite

time horizon. Itis given by

/■OO

Jo

e~)"[j8CI/>+(l-j8)C/] Pdt, with -1 < p <oc and with p^O.

This is maximized subject to the intertemporal budget constraint given by

Jo
e-rt[Cu+PFCs]dt =

/･OO

Jo
e~rt[WLL+WHH]dt.

Here WlL and Wh H can be added because equation (13) shows that prices of inter-

mediates are same in two sectors, y is the constant consumption rate of discount; Cu

and Cs are the consumption levels of two goods of the representative consumer; p is

the substitution parameter of the two goods in the utilityfunction; r is the interest rate;

and (WlL+WjjH) is the totalincome of the representative consumer.12

Now, solving the consumer's utilitymaximization problem, we obtain

Pf =
I1 - P) cu

(25)

Here the R.H.S. of equation (25) represents the marginal rate of indifferent substitution

between two final goods.

3. BALANCED GROWTH EQUILIBRIUM

Along a balanced growth path, levels of output of the two sectors (Yu and Ys),

consumption levels of the two goods (Cu and Cs), the stock of existing research level

(R), the number of varieties of skill and unskilled complements (M and N) and the

wage rates of two types of labour (Wu and Ws) grow at same rate g.13

12 If we consider two different representative consumers- one for skilled workers and the other for un-

skilled, then also we should have equation (25) for the equilibrium of each of them provided that their prefer-

ences are identical.

13 This rate of growth is obtained from equation (24).
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Now, we want to examine the effect of the opening of trade on skilled unskilled

relative wage in the home country in the balanced growth equilibrium. So we derive the

skilled-unskilled wage ratio in the balanced growth equilibrium in the following two

cases: (i) the home country is closed to international trade and (ii) the home country is

a small open economy whose relative product price Pf is equal to that obtained in the

competitive equilibrium in the rest of the world. Kiley (1999) can not analyse the effect

of the opening of trade on skill-unskilled wage ratio with the one final good model. We

now use superscripts tr and au to denote the variables of the home country under free

trade and under autarky respectively.

3.1. Wage inequality under autarky

Under autarky, there is no effect of international knowledge spillover. So Ki= 0.

Supply equals to demand in the competitive equilibrium for each of two final goods

market in the home country. Hence we have following two equations

and,

d(jrxitjdj)

YS=CS+―± '-;
dt

d(/r)zitjdj)

dt

(26)

(27)

Equations (26) and (27) show that total supply of each of the two products is equal

to total consumption demand plus totalinvestment demand for that product. Here inter-

mediate goods are modeled as durables as in Romer (1990). So only the newly invented

intermediate goods use resources.

Using K2= 0 and alsousing equations (14), (15), (18), (19), (22) and (23), we obtain

the following equation14

where

/N＼au (H

[S2]*i≪ (

(

＼-a

a

r*-i(i-<?)-*-3i

)R(*r

(28)

Then, using equations (14), (15), (16), (17), (25), (26), (27) and (28), we obtain the

competitive equilibrium relative price of the advanced final good under autarky as fol-

lows.15

14 Derivation of equation (28) in detail is obtained in Appendix (A).

15 Derivation of equation (29) in detail is obtained in Appendix (B).
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pau_
fF ―

(1

p

P)

(1-/0

ML

~NH

) (p+1)

'-1)
(Kl*7KA+l

Using equations, (7), (8), (14) and (15), we have16

( ws )

au

r>au
― rF

(N＼au

= (A)-'^

r
jc1(i-g)-jc3"|

(p+1)

39

(29)

J(#)W(JT] <30)

When the two goods are perfectly substitutes, p = ―1; and hence, in this case, ( ^)

varies directly with H if K＼q > K?
I
P
( KiqKi K* ) +P + 1 [

< 0 is valid even if p is

very close to minus unity. So,we can establish the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. Skilled-unskilled wage ratio varies positively with the stock of

domestic skilled labour in the long run equilibrium of the closed economy only if two

final goods are highly substitute.

We now provide intuitive explanations behind this proposition. The effect on skilled-

unskilled wage ratio can be divided into two parts: (i) Price effect that comes from the

change in the relative price and (ii) skilldiscrepancy effect resulting from the change in

the ratio of number of intermediate goods.

An increase in the domestic skilled labour endowment lowers the relative price of

the advanced final good, and the magnitude of this price effect depends on the degree

of indifferent substitution between two final goods. On the other hand, the ratio of

number of intermediate goods moves in favour of the advanced good sector in this case

following the skill discrepancy effect. So the two effects are opposite to each others

but the skill discrepancy effect does not depend on the degree of indifferent substitution

between two final goods. Therefore, if the degree of indifference substitution is suffi-

ciently large, the skill discrepancy effect dominates the price effect. Price effect is nil

when two goods are perfect substitutes. Thus we obtain a positive relationship between

the skilled-unskilled wage ratio and the size of the domestic skilled labour endowment.

If the consumer's utilityfunction is Cobb-Douglas, i.e.,if p = 0, then from equation

(28), (29) and (30), we obtain

ws＼

and this equation (30A) gives an

au

(1

i8

0)

(*)

inverse relationship between

(30A)

(gf and(£)along

16 Derivation of equation (30) in detail is obtained in Appendix (C).
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a rectangular hyperbola. This is important because Kiley (1999) who develops an one

final good model always obtains a positive relationship between [^v) and (-^).

Also the expression of the relative wage is independent of productivity parameters in

the R&D sector and of technology parameters in the final good sector in this special case

with p = 0; but this is not true in Kiley (1999). However, equation (30A) is identical to

the corresponding equation17 obtained in Wang, et al.(2009) who also solves a similar

problem with p = 0.

Actually, the model of Kiley (1999) is a specialcase of the present model with

p = ―1, ^3= 0 and q = 1. In this special case, from equation (28), (29) and (30),

we obtain
au

(30B)

and this equation with ft = ＼is identical to the expression of skilled-unskilled wage ratio

derived in Kiley (1999)18 when ft =＼. This equation (30B) clearly shows a positive

relationshipbetween (t^t) and (-^). Here p = ―1 implies that the two final goods

are perfect substitutes; and this is analytically equivalent to Kiley (1999) assumption

that both the sectors produce the same good.

3.2. Wage inequality under trade

When the home country is open to international trade, we have /^2>0 because a

positive international knowledge spillover effect is present. Then, adopting a similar

process as used in the previous sub-section and using equations (14), (15), (18), (19),

(22) and (23), we obtain the following equation19

where,

＼m) ~＼m

(vf

r*2{*ig-*3}i

(31)

Here B = 1 if K2= 0; and equations (28) and (31) are identical in this case. Equations

to be satisfiedin the free trade equilibrium of the foreign country (rest of the world),

which is assumed to be a closed economy, are as follows

F6* s~i*i― Cc +

a rN*dJo

dt
(26F)

17 See equation (18) in Wang, etal.(2009).

18 The expression of wage inequality is derived in Kiley (1999) using equations (11), (12) and (18c) in his

model; and is shown as follows.

19 Detailed derivation of equation (31) is given in Appendix (D).
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(27F)

(28F)

So, using equations (14), (15), (16), (17), (25), (26F) and (27F), we obtain compet-

itive equilibrium value ofrelative price of the advanced good in the rest of world as

follows.20

p*_ r>tr_＼*-rF~rF ―~

(1

0

P)

-P) SM*L*＼(P+1)

~P ＼N*H*J

a-u―Y h }
r£ia-£)-£2l

(L)L Kh
J

(p+1)
(29F)

The small open home country is a taker of this relative price. So, under freetrade,

equation (30) showing skilled-unskilled relative wage of the home country is modified

as follows.

f―＼tr
_ptr
― rF

tr

_ptr
― rF (30F)

So in the case of free trade, there are three effects: the price effect, the skill discrep-

ancy effect and the international spillover effect. Price effect and international spillover

effect play important role in this context. Relative price is determined in the foreign

country. Opening of trade lowers the relative price in the home country; and thus raises

the skilled-unskilled wage ratio there. When the endowment of foreign skilled labour is

larger than that of domestic skilled labour, we find the international spillover effect to

operate. This further raises the relative demand for skilled labour in the home country;

and so skilled-unskilled wage ratio goes up there. Skill discrepancy effect works in the

opposite direction but is dominated by the price effect and international spillover effect.

Then, using equations (29F) and (30F), we obtain the following equation

f―＼r (l-l)
T*＼(p+1) (N_＼tr

H* )
(N*＼(P+l) '
＼M*)

(32)

We can now establish the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2. If p = 0, then in the long run equilibrium, the skilled-unskilled

wage ratio of the small open home country may vary positively (inversely) with the

91skilled unskilled labour endowment ratio in the home (foreign) country.

Derivation of equation (29F) in detail is obtained in Appendix (E).

21 This proposition may not be always valid because skilled-unskilled wage ratio also depends on H* and

4- separately in equation (32). We are thankful to the referee of this journal for pointing out this problem.
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Here equation (32) shows that the relative wage in the home country is affected by

factor endowments of the foreign country. This is so because the home country is a taker

of the relative product price determined in the competitive international market and

because there is an international knowledge spillover effect. Also both the parameters,

K2 and K3, enter into the R.H.S. expression of equation (32). So not only the magnitude

of localized knowledge spillover but also the magnitude of international knowledge

spillover affects the skilled-unskilled relative wage of the small open home country.

However, in Wang et al. (2009), this relative wage is only subject to the localized

knowledge spillover effect and not to the globalized knowledge spillover effect. This is

so because, in Wang et al.(2009), the effect of international knowledge spillover comes

only through the difference in relative factor endowments between the home country

and the rest of the world. However, in our model, it comes directly as well as indirectly

through the endowment difference. However, if p + 1 = 0 and ^2= 0, then equation

(32) is reduced to the following.

(1-/3) A (? Y^r)(^j-^-＼. (32B)

This equation (32B) implies that, when the two final goods are perfect substitutes

and when there is no international knowledge spillover effect, then the relative wage

of the small open home country is independent of factor endowments of the foreign

country. If, further, we assume that K^= 0 and q = 1, then equation (32B) is reduced

to equation (30B). So, in this very special case where we get back the model of Kiley

(1999), there is no effect of international trade on wage inequality in the home country.

If two commodities are perfect substitutes, then a two commodity system works like an

one commodity system because the consumer, in equilibrium, consumes one of the two

commodities. However, there is the effect of trade on wage inequality when p + 1 ^ 0.

Using equations (30) and (30F), we have

A

(1

p

P) L
77

/ws＼au
/ N＼auC'/b - P7) (£)

(?
＼1+ 7 / T *＼ 7) *?' (t) *

-1

(33)

Here A is a measure of the change in wage inequality in the home country caused

by the opening of trade when p = 0. Equation (33) shows that the effect of trade on

skilled-unskilled wage ratio depends on the inter-country differences in the levels of

factor endowments and on the intensity of localized and international spillover effects.

If factor endowment ratios are same in both the countries, i.e., y~T* tnen' w*tn a m§n

value of H* and with L*>L, we find that A > 0 when at least one of the parameters

Ki(l ― q), K2 and ^3 takes a positive value. Hence we can establish the following

proposition.
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PROPOSITION 3. If factor endowment ratios in both the countries are equal and

if the foreign country has a larger endowment of each of the two factors, then open-

ing of trade raises skilled-unskilled wage ratio in the home country in the presence of

international and/or intra-sectoral spillover effect.

Proposition 3 implies that,if the home country is very small compared to the rest of

the world then opening of trade worsens its skilled-unskilled wage inequality problem.

We now turn to provide intuitive explanations behind this proposition. In the case of

free trade, there are three effects: the price effect,the skilldiscrepancy effect and the in-

ternational spillover effect. Price effect and international spillover effect play important

role in this context. Relative price is determined in the foreign country. Opening of trade

lowers the relative price in the home country; and thus raises the skilled-unskilled wage

ratio there. When the endowment of foreign skilledlabour is larger than that of domestic

skilled labour, we find the international spillover effect to operate. This further raises

the relative demand for skilled labour in the home country; and so skilled-unskilled

wage ratio goes up there. Skill discrepancy effect works in the opposite direction but is

dominated by price effect and international spillover effect.

Now, equation (33) also shows that, if there is no international or intra-sectoral

spillover i.e. K2=K^= 0 and q = 1, then A = 0. In this case, we go back to Kiley

(1999) model and here skilled-unskilled wage inequality remains unchanged even after

the opening of trade. So trade alone can not affect the skilled-unskilled wage inequality

in this model. Trade can aggravate this problem only in the presence of spillover effect.

In Acemoglu (2003), trade does not cause international technology spillover. In Wang

et al. (2009), trade leads to international technology spillover but the effect of trade

on the change in wage inequality is independent of the magnitude of the international

technology spillover effect parameter.

4. CONCLUSION

The present paper develops a dynamic model following the line of Kiley (1999) to

explain the skilled unskilled wage inequality in the long run equilibrium. The special

property of this extended model is that it analyses the effect of international trade and

international knowledge spill over from the rest of the world to the home country and

localized knowledge spillover from the more advanced sector to the less advanced sec-

tor. We consider two final commodities with imperfect substitution between them to

analyse the effect of trade, while the model of Kiley (1999) adopts an one commodity

framework. The cost of developing a new intermediate good does not depend on any

kind of knowledge spillover in Kiley (1999) model but does depend on those in our

model.

We derive many interesting results from this model. In the long run equilibrium of

a closed economy, the relationship between the skilled-unskilled wage ratio and the

skilled unskilled labour endowment ratio is ambiguous; and the nature of this relation-

ship depends on the degree of consumer's indifference substitution between the two

final goods. A direct relationship in that case may be obtained only if these two goods
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are highly substitutes. In the one commodity model of Kiley (1999), we always obtain

such a positive relationship. However, when international trade is opened, the relation-

ship between the wage ratio and the domestic factor endowment ratio is always direct in

nature in the long run equilibrium of the small open economy. The effect of the open-

ing of trade on the long run equilibrium skilled-unskilled wage ratio depends not only

on the inter country difference of factor endowment ratios but also on the intensity of

spillover effect. If factor endowment ratios in both the countries are equal and if the

foreign country has a larger endowment of each of the two factors, then the globaliza-

tion policy makes the home country face a rise in the degree of skilled-unskilled wage

inequality in the presence of spillover effects.

However, our model fails to consider many important aspects of reality.We assume

that only final goods are traded but intermediate goods can not be traded. The level of

existing research is assumed to grow over time at an exogenously given rate. So along

the balanced growth path, allother endogenous variable of the model grow at the same

exogenous rate. So the long run equilibrium growth rate in this model is exogenous.

We assume the foreign country (rest of the world) to be a closed economy. Identi-

cal production functions are assumed to exist in both the skilled labour using sector

and the unskilled labour using sector. Also, imperfection of final commodity markets

and international factor motilities are not considered. The assumption of representative

household consisting of skilled labour as well as of unskilled labour is also a restrictive

one. The possibility of unemployment is also ruled out. We plan to do further research

in future removing these problems.
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APPENDIX (A). Derivation of equation (28)

Under autarky Ki= 0. So, using equations (18) and (22), we obtain

[Nm/R(t)]= [U^)xV'

Similarly, from equations (19) and (23), we have

r , -, I" 1 (l-a＼ ~|*I?

i(
Finally, from equations (A.I) and (A.2), we obtain

N

M

Then, using equations (14), (15) and (A.3), we obtain

where

＼M ＼L G)

＼)*f

rg1d-g)-g3"|

(A.I)
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(A.3)

(A.4)
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This equation (A.4) is same as equation (28) in the body of the paper.

APPENDIX (B). Derivation of equation(29)

Using equations (25), (26) and (27), we obtain

r≫au
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Using equations (14), (15), (16), (17) and (B.I), we obtain
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(B.I)

) a-^IV * ;(l)L *?≪ J .

(B.2)
This equation (B.2) is same as equation (29) in the body of the paper.

APPENDIX (C). Derivation of equation (30)

Using equations (7) and (8), we have

ws
fN＼ (X＼a [H＼-a=ftU)(z) (t)

Using equations (14), (15) and (C.I), we obtain

ws
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ws

=> wu Pf

Now, in autarkyequation(C.2)becomes
au

―rF

(-)

/N＼au

This equation (C.3) is same as equation (30) in the body of the paper.

APPENDIX (D). Derivation of equation (31)

Undertrade, ^# 0. So, using equations(18) and (22), we obtain

^>Hi(^>T
Similarly, from equations (19) and (23), we have

[M (t)/R (0] =

1 1 -a
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＼ ^ ri)z k

1
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Finally, from equations (D.I) and (D.2), we obtain
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Then, using equations (14), (15), (A.4) and (D.3), we obtain

r*2{*ig-*3}i

v~^ J

This equation (D.4) is same as equation (31) in the body of the paper.

APPENDIX (E). Derivation of equation (29F)

Using equations (25), (26F) and (27F), we obtain

Yu*-M*Z*g*

Ys*-N*X*g*

)
(p+1)

(p+1)
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Using equations (14), (15), (16), (17) (modified under trade) and (E.I), we obtain
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This equation (E.2) is same as equation (29F) in the body of the paper.
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